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ART OF WRITING 

It has been seen that candidates appearing for CAPF Examination face great difficulty in attempting paper 

2 (GENERAL STUDIES, ESSAY AND COMPREHENSION). 

So VEDANTA INSTITUTE has taken an initiative in helping the candidate though providing certain tips. 

We will complete in FOUR modules. 

First Module:- Art of essay writing(10-05-2017) First Module is Free 

Second Module :- How to write Paragraph (17-05-2017) 

Third Module:- Report Writing (24-05-2017) 

Fourth Module:- Paper B (31-05-2017) 

 

Part-A – Essay questions which are to be answered in long narrative form either in Hindi or English 

totaling 80 Marks. The indicative topics are modern Indian history especially of the freedom struggle, 

geography, polity and economy, knowledge of security and human rights issues, and analytical ability. 

 

Part-B – Comprehension, precise writing, other communications/language skills – to be attempted in 

English only (Marks 120) – The topics are Comprehension passages, précis writing, developing counter 

arguments, simple grammar and other aspects of language testing. 

 

 

PART A 

Tips for Essay writing 

 The essay that comes in an examination is of 300 words. It indicates that there should be 5-6 

paragraphs with an average of 50-60 words in each paragraph. 

 The purpose of introduction of an essay is to capture the interest of the examiner. The Start of an 

essay should be simple but empathetic. Your introduction will decide the direction of your essay.  

 It is important to maintain the main theme of the essay. For that you need to re read the essay topic 

after every 3-4 lines that you write. 

 We have to make sure that there is a connecting link that should be established between the 

essay`s introduction and the Paragraph succeeding it. 

 A candidate can also make short one word heading to introduce a concept. But the heading should 

be clearly visible and underlined. 

 The first line of the paragraph should be a statement which should be substantiated with an 

example or a fact. 

 Underline atleast 20-25% of your answer sheet. but make sure that it should not exceed this limit 

 Exceeding the word limit beyond 30 words would result in negative marking and less time for the 

attempting the rest of the question paper 

Following is the outline of a standard 5 paragraph format 
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As mentioned above there are certain fixed topics from which the essay topic would come. We 

will enumerate each of them and the strategy that the students can follow 

 

I. HISTORY 

 Study the main Personalities associated with Indian Freedom Struggle. These include social 

reformers like RajaRam Mohan roy, Jyotiba Phule, Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar,Swami 

Vivekanad, etc. 

 Other personalities Include Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru, Mahatama Gandhi, Sardar Vallabhi Patel, 

Subhash Cahndra Bose, LAla Lajpat Rai, Bhagat Singh,Dr. B.R. Ambedkar ,etc. The focus should 

be on those personalities which have been in news Whose Birth and Death Anniversaries are 

being Celebrated in the year preceding the exam. 

 The essay should be in chronological order.  

 If the candidate cannot remember a particular year then The decade can be mentioned instead of a 

particular year. 

 It is important to mention the impact that the Personality`s thinking,philosophy or doctrine in 

present time. 

 

II. GEOGRAPHY 

 It is important to mention the definition of the topic being written about. 

 While making a diagram make sure that it is a small one ,not occupying more than 1/3
rd

 of the ans 

sheet. It should be in a box and labelled neatly. 
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 Research and development in recent times should be mentioned with respect to the topic. 

 Any government scheme related to that topic should be mentioned. For example if the essay is 

about Earthquakes then the recent laws governing building of earthquake proof housing should be 

mentioned. 

 Te essay should be forward looking and always end on a positive note. 

 

III.  POLITY 

 It is important to mention the Articles of the constitution 

 Any famous cases related to the topic should be mentioned. 

 The legal,executive and judicial aspect should be mentioned where ever possible. 

 It is important to link the topic with the present scenario. 

 Any welfare scheme should be mentioned related to the topic. 

 Issues and challenges faced must also be mentioned. 

 

IV. ECONOMY 

 It is important to make the economy terms clear before using them. 

 Read the economy page of newspaper religiously. 

 Any Committee, commissions Statistics relevant to the topic must be mentioned. 

 Social and political aspect has to be highlighted. 

 Mention Official authorities such As Planning Commission,NITI Ayog,Prime 

MINIster ,CSO,NSSo and others. 

 Any relevant act or constitutional provision has to be mentioned. 

 

V. Security Issues. 

 Present threat and future potential threat esisting out of technology. 

 Water, Boundaries ,Cross Border trafficking (arms, humans and drugs)  aspect should be 

mentioned. 

 National and internal security issues should be studied in great detail. 

 Cybersecurity, ISIS threat, Indo-USA,Indo-Iraq ,Indo-Bangladesh,Indo-Pakistan,Indo-Nepal and 

Indo-China issues are the emerging topics which require special mention. 

 Use quotations of the Prime Minister, the Home Minister, the President, the Defence Minister or 

any other related Prominent personality. 

 

IV. CURRENT ISSUES 

 The candidate must religiously read newspapers like The Hindu,The Financial Express, The 

Indian Express among others to keep himself/herself update. 

 Deep knowledge relating to current topics, concept clarity ,socio-economi-political-judicial 

impacts should be mentioned in the essay. 

 It is important to provide solution to any problem faced and the ending should be positive and 

forward looking. 
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Here are some words which can be used in your essay

 


